Objective The aim of this systematic review was to investigate the methods used for estimating the population attributable fraction (PAF) to leisure-time physical inactivity (PI) of coronary artery diseases, hypertension and stroke in order to provide the best available estimate for PAF.
Results
The PAF estimates of the three studies included were 13% (3%-22%) for 'stage-1 hypertension' subtype incidence due to 'non-regular exercise'; 25% (10.4%-35.8%) for 'stage-2 hypertension' subtype incidence due to 'activity of daily living' and 'vigorous-intensity sports'; and 8.5% (1.7%-16.7%) for 'total: fatal and nonfatal' cardiovascular events of 'incidence and mortality' endpoints due to non-accumulation of 550 kcal/week (subsets not specified).
Conclusions
The PAF estimate exhibited a protective dose-response relationship between hypertension and an increased amount of energy expenditure of leisure-time PI. In order to enhance accuracy of PAF estimates, the following steps are recommended: (1) to clearly define and state the working definition of leisure-time PI and dose using a reliable and valid objective measurement tool; (2) use a clear definition of outcome subtypes and endpoints using reliable and valid objective measures; and (3) estimate PAF using modelling techniques based on prospective data and ensuring to report 95% CI.
InTRODuCTIOn
Physical inactivity (PI) has been recognised as a global pandemic, 1 representing one of the most pressing public health problems of the 21st century. 2 3 Further, taking into account recently published data, trends do not indicate the situation into the future. In this regard, by 2030, the average American population is projected to be two times more physically inactive, or sedentary, than when compared with the average American population in 1965. Unfortunately, a similar alarming trend is also being observed globally. 4 It is, therefore, reasonable to suggest that PI is one of the main threats to worldwide population health and well-being. 5 Physical activity (PA), or exercise, includes different domains, such as leisure-time, sport practice, physically active occupations, housework and transportation. [6] [7] [8] In addition, the general
What is already known?
► The population attributable fraction (PAF) is an epidemiological tool widely used to assess public health impact of exposures in population. ► Recent literature suggests that prospective cohort studies are preferable to estimate the PAF for common chronic diseases.
What are the new findings?
► To date, there is a lack of rigorous studies investigating PAF attributable to leisure-time physical inactivity (PI) in relation to highly prevalent cardiovascular diseases such as coronary artery disease, hypertension and stroke. ► There is a methodological heterogeneity estimating the PAF, with a high degree of variability in the PAF estimates due to leisure-time PI across coronary artery disease and hypertension. ► It is suggested that while the Levin's equation, with the application of crude relative risk, might provide an unbiased estimate when there are no confounding factors, the Miettinen's equation, with the application of adjusted relative risk, may be more suitable to resolve the confounding variables effect but not the interaction between risk factors.
Open access consensus is to define leisure-time PI as the failure to achieve the following three criteria: (1) to perform between 150 and 300 min/week of PA at moderate intensity (3.0-5.9 metabolic equivalents [METs]); (2) to perform between 75 and 150 min/week of PA at vigorous intensity (≥6 METs); or (3) any combination of energy expenditure (EE) equivalent performing bouts of at least 10 min duration. 9 Currently, there is enough evidence-based knowledge that shows that, when following these PA guidelines, there are unquestionable benefits in relation to providing better health outcomes. 10 Despite this and the continuing efforts of global institutions promoting PA, approximately 31% of the world population aged ≥15 years old currently do not follow the minimum PA guidelines required for good health. 11 In addition, it is important to highlight that leisure-time PI has been identified as an independent risk factor for multiple chronic non-communicable cardiovascular diseases (CVDs). [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] More specifically, high blood pressure has been identified as one of the main risk factors for CVDs. This particular risk factor linked to other risk factors, such as high cholesterol, overweight or obesity, smoking and PI, have been associated with ~85% of coronary heart disease and ~73% of stroke cases worldwide.
14 In this regard, currently more than 50% of worldwide premature deaths are caused by CVDs, 14 with the most prevalent non-communicable CVDs of premature deaths worldwide being hypertension (13.5%, 7.6 million), coronary artery disease (13.2%, 7.4 million) and stroke (11.9%, 6.7 million). 14 15 It is well known that regular PA is related to lower rates of CVDs especially when guidelines such as those previously mentioned are followed. 14 16 For these reasons, this present systematic review has been focused on these three particular CVDs (ie, hypertension, coronary artery disease and stroke).
Given the wide-ranging burden, including on healthcare services, imposed by leisure-time PI, it is essential to establish a metric to accurately estimate leisure-time PI that may lead to specific cardiovascular conditions. The population attributable fraction (PAF) is an epidemiological tool widely used to assess public health impact of exposures in population. 17 More specifically, the PAF is an impact measure of disease burden (ie, cardiovascular conditions such as coronary artery disease, hypertension and stroke) attributable to defined risk factors (ie, leisure-time PI). 18 Briefly, the PAF integrates the relative risk (RR) of a disease and the prevalence of a risk factor (ie, leisure-time PI) at the population level, and it quantifies how a risk factor contributes to the outcome of interest compared with other risk factors. 19 Thus, the PAF holds immense promise as a method for tracking the effectiveness of population-based leisure-time PI interventions. Despite the potential attractiveness of the PAF, from a public health and policy perspective, there are methodological and statistical inconsistencies limiting the usefulness and accuracy of the PAF estimation. 20 Recent literature suggests that prospective cohort studies are preferable to estimate the PAF for common chronic conditions. 21 22 Additionally, there are two published statistical techniques (piecewise constant hazards model and Cox model) to estimate the PAF from prospective data. [23] [24] [25] To the authors' knowledge, the methods (study design, exposure and outcome definitions, measurements and classifications) and the statistics used for estimating the PAF of leading non-communicable CVDs attributable to leisure-time PI have not been systematically explored.
Thus, the aim of this systematic review was to examine the methodology used to estimate the PAF of leading non-communicable CVD outcomes (coronary artery diseases, hypertension and stroke) attributable to leisure-time PI and to establish a tool to provide future methodological recommendations. Examining the most valid and reliable methods and statistics for estimating the PAF is critical for policy makers to identify the burden of non-communicable diseases, resulting from leisure-time PI, so that resource allocation can be improved based on enhanced, informed decisions.
METhODS
This present systematic review was performed according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement. 26 Eligibility criteria Adult men and women aged ≥18 years old were included in this systematic review. The primary outcome investigated was the PAF attributed to leisure-time PI, which was either self-reported (ie, subjectively) or directly measured by accelerometer (ie, objectively). Studies were excluded if they (1) did not contain a PAF estimate, (2) used an exposure unrelated to leisure-time PI, (3) used an inappropriate study design for estimating the PAF (ie, cross-sectional, case-control or retrospective studies), (4) were not related to coronary artery diseases, hypertension or stroke, (5) were not reported in the English language, and (6) were duplicates.
Search strategy
A systematic literature comprehensive search was undertaken using MEDLINE/PubMed, EMBASE, SPORTDiscus, and Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature databases from their inception to August 2018. The different search terms (table 1) were adapted for use with each database. The search strategy keywords related to three components: (1) participants (eg, men and women aged ≥18 years old), and (2) the primary outcome measure PAF attributed to PI in three non-communicable CVDs, as mentioned previously. The unique search restriction was that the studies should be written in English language. Peer-reviewed, published studies estimating the PAF using modelling on raw data using a prospective cohort study design 23 were included. The title and abstracts of retrieved studies were independently screened by two reviewers (JCD, HAT) to identify studies that met the eligibility criteria. After this initial screening, the same two reviewers independently assessed the full texts of the included studies, and they manually searched all references of the articles selected for full-text review to identify any additional relevant papers. Disagreements on inclusion of studies were resolved through discussion with a third reviewer (KMK) to reach a consensus. When the required data (eg, operational definition of exercise) were not reported in the original article, such as Suka et al 27 study, the authors of this present study emailed the authors of the identified article to acquire further details. At the end of this process, three studies were included in this systematic review ( Figure 1 ).
Data extraction and analysis
The authors of this present study developed a list of data extraction template, based on the prospective cohort studies guidelines provided by Hammoudeh et al, 28 for the studies included in this systematic review. The criteria were developed by an expert in the field after reviewing potentially relevant checklists such as PRISMA 26 and Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials, 29 30 due to their best association with journal impact indices. 31 These key details were publication details (author's name, year of publication, country, journal name and study design), outcomes (definition, ascertainment, activity level classification for adjusted relative risk [RR adj ], endpoints and subtypes for hypertension, coronary artery disease and stroke), study details (age, total number of participants, study sample, data collection year and number of follow-up years), exposure (definition, measurement, categorisation, per cent of PI domains, subgroups and country), RR adj subgroup (95% CI), level of adjustment for confounders, PI subset-specific %PAF (95% CI, subgroup, country and outcome subtype) and statistics used to estimate the PAF. This information was recorded and listed in table format (tables 2-4), where we characterised the effects of the exposure on patient outcomes providing the conceptual framework and times of latency, and with further information on confounder variables associated with each study. 32 All outcomes were extracted, and for those studies where EE was not expressed in kcal/week it was assessed as explained in the Methodological assessment section. In addition, due to the small number of studies included in the review and to their heterogeneous methodology, a meta-analysis was considered inappropriate for this systematic review. 
Methodological assessment
As this present systematic review consists of prospective cohort studies, a published and consensual quality assessment checklist suitable for this study was not available. Thus, Al Tunaiji et al's 20 modified checklist was used to assess the quality of the primary studies included in this systematic review (box 1).
Although this approach has not been standardised yet, it has been published in a peer-reviewed journal. 20 The methodological quality assessment of the studies was performed independently by two reviewers (JCD, HAT), and discrepancies were resolved through discussion to achieve consensus; however, failing agreement, a thirdparty reviewer (KMK) arbitrated. Six items were rated either as 'yes' (=1) or 'no/unable to determine' (=0). The maximum achievable score was 6, with higher scores indicating better methodological quality of the study. Results were categorised adapting the most used checklist. [33] [34] [35] Interpretation of results was as follows: 'strong quality' (≥4.5) represented the top 75%; 'moderate quality' (4.4-3.0) represented 50%-74%; 'limited quality' (2.9-1.5) represented 25%-49%; and 'poor quality' (<1.5) represented <25%. In addition, to allow integration of activities differing in intensity and duration accumulated over a week, leisure-time PI was expressed as EE, in kcal/week.
For studies not reporting accumulated activity expressed as EE, MET values of 3.0-5.9 ('moderate-intensity') or ≥6.0 ('vigorous-intensity') were assigned, 36 taking into account that 1 MET is equal to 1 kcal/kg/hour, and calculated using the following equation 37 :
where EE is the energy expenditure expressed in kcal/ week, t is the exercise duration expressed in hours, and BM is the body mass expressed in kg.
The primary outcome measure statistic, the PAF, was defined as the excess number of cases attributable to leisure-time PI or avoidable by leisure-time PA that is estimated by fully adjusted modelling techniques (such as piecewise constant hazards model or Cox model) from prospective data. [38] [39] [40] The Miettinen's equation (equation 2) or one of its variants from published data was used to estimate the PAF. 23 
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where P e is the population prevalence of exposure and RR adj is the adjusted relative risk. The 95% CI for the PAF was estimated using the substitution method when these data were not reported.
RESulTS
The search strategy and selection process are summarised in figure 1, with 19 336 records initially identified. A total of three studies published from inception to August 2018 met the criteria and were included in this systematic review, one for coronary artery diseases and two for hypertension. However, none of the stroke studies met the inclusion criteria. The included studies, in the review, were prospective cohort studies exploring the PAF attributable to leisure-time PI. The key study findings are summarised in tables 2-4.
Types of outcome measures used and methodological assessment Based on the six-item list of criteria, there were distinct variations in quality across studies with respect to defining and measuring leisure-time PI, defining and ascertaining cardiovascular conditions, and adjusting for confounders and length of follow-up time. Both leisure-time PI and cardiovascular conditions were self-reported. None of the included prospective studies used modelling techniques (either piecewise constant hazards model or Cox model) to estimate the PAF. One study of hypertension 44 did not report the CI. According to the checklist for quality assessment (box 1), the mean methodological quality score was 4.0 (SD 0.0) out of a total score of 6 or 67%, giving an overall quality score of 'moderate quality' (figure 2).
Study characteristics
A total of 24 948 participants (n=23 016 men, n=1932 women) (range of mean ages 33-69 years) were included in this review. Participant characteristics varied in age, gender, medical history, socioeconomic background, cultures and exposure to leisure-time attributable to leisure-time PI. One of the studies included was related to coronary diseases and two were related to hypertension. In addition, three out of the studies included prospective cohort designs (tables 2-4).
Coronary artery diseases
Grau et al 45 estimated the PAF of coronary artery diseases due to lack of participation in moderate-intensity to vigorous-intensity (<1000 kcal/week) leisure-time PI (subset not specified) in Spanish men and women. This was not found to be of significance (negative values) for 'overall: acute myocardial infarction and angina pectoris' and cardiovascular 'incidence and mortality' endpoints for different age groups. The outcome (overall acute myocardial infarction and angina pectoris) and exposure (leisure-time PI) were both self-reported. The PAF was estimated from a prospective cohort using the crude Levin's equation (equation 3). 46 The HR (95% CI) for age groups ranged from 0.91 (0.32 to 2.60) to 0.96 (0.60 to 1.51), and the prevalence of leisure-time PI for different years and age groups ranged from 47.1% to 69.2% (table 3) .
Open access ] x100 *Substitution method was used to construct 95% CI for the PAF.
PA, physical activity; PAF, population attributable fraction; PI, physical inactivity. : EE=METs × (t/week) x BM (expressed in kcal/week), where EE is the energy expenditure expressed in kcal/ week, t is the exercise duration expressed in hours, and BM is the body mass expressed in kg. EE, energy expenditure; PA, physical activity; PAF, population attributable fraction.
where P e is the population prevalence of exposure and RR crude is the crude relative risk.
hypertension

Suka et al
27 estimated the PAF (%PAF [95% CI]) of the 'stage-1 hypertension' subtype of incidence endpoints among Japanese men due to the 'non-regular exercise' subset of leisure-time domain (intensity not specified, but EE calculated as either <150 kcal/week for moderate intensity or <400 kcal/week for vigorous intensity), which was 13% (3% to 22%) for all age groups, 37% (0% to 66%) for the age group 30-39 years old, and 15% (4% to 25%) for the age group 40-49 years old. The RR adj (95% CI) ranged from 1.17 (1.03 to 1.33) to 1.52 (1.18 to 1.86), and the prevalence of non-exercisers (intensity not specified) ranged from 65% to 86% (table 3) . In addition, Paffenbarger et al 44 estimated the PAF (%PAF [95% CI]) of the 'stage-2 hypertension' subtype of incidence endpoints among US men due to 'activity in daily living, including stairs climbed and blocks walked' and 'vigorous-intensity sports' subset of leisure-time domain (<2000 kcal/week), which was 25% (10.4% to 35.8%). 44 The RR adj (95% CI) was 1.52 (1.18 to 1.86) and the prevalence of PI was 65% (table 3) . Both studies 27 44 estimated the PAF from prospective cohorts using the crude Levin's equation (equation 3). 46 In both studies, the outcome 'stage-1 hypertension' subtype 17 and 'stage-2 hypertension' subtype, 47 and exposure (leisure-time domain based on exercise subset), 17 'activity of daily living' and 'vigorous-intensity sports' subset of leisure-time domain 47 were self-reported.
DISCuSSIOn
This systematic review evaluated the methods used for estimating the PAF of three leading non-communicable cardiovascular conditions-coronary artery diseases, hypertension and stroke-attributable to leisure-time PI in adult men and women. Four main findings have emerged from this review: (1) there was a lack of rigorous study investigating the PAF attributable to leisure-time PI related to the aforementioned CVDs; (2) there were PAF methodological heterogeneity (conceptual, operational definition of exposure [domain and/or subsets of leisuretime PI]), outcome (subtypes and endpoints of CVDs and hypertension) and statistical levels; (3) there was a large degree of variability in the PAF estimates across the coronary artery disease and hypertension attributable to leisure-time PI; and (4) there was no presence of a standardised quality assessment tool (for prospective cohort study designs) relevant for this systematic review, and as such the authors developed a list of methodological flaws in the PAF estimates to provide an indication of study quality; thus, the validity of these questions remains to be established.
The three studies included in this systematic review demonstrated a large degree of variability in the PAF estimates across the two conditions: coronary artery disease and hypertension due to leisure-time PI. There are two contributing explanations for the observed variability in the PAF estimates: heterogeneous study methods (ie, study design, definition of exposures and outcomes, measurement, and classification differences) and partially adjusted statistical analyses used to estimate the Leisure-time physical inactivity (PI) was defined as failure to meet the following three criteria: (1) to perform between 150 and 300 min/week of physical activity (PA) to moderate intensity (3.0-5.9 metabolic equivalent [METs]) (ie, equivalent to energy expenditure [EE] of 550-1100 kcal/week) 9 17 37 39 ; (2) to perform between 75 and 150 min/week of PA to vigorous intensity (≥6 METs) (ie, equivalent to EE of 550-2200 kcal/week); or (3) any combination of EE equivalent, performing bouts of at least 10 min duration. 9 17 57 Exercise and sport are considered subsets of the leisure-time domain. 8 Question 2: Was the exposure (leisure-time PI) measured objectively?
Check whether PI was self-reported (ie, subjectively) or directly measured by accelerometer (ie, objectively).
Question 3: Was a clear clinical definition provided for the outcomes (coronary artery disease, hypertension and stroke)?
The primary cardiovascular disease outcomes of interest for the population attributable fraction (PAF) estimates were incidence endpoints 45 : (1) coronary artery disease is defined as a reduced blood supply to the heart muscle that is either asymptomatic or manifests as angina pectoris or myocardial infarction subtypes; (2) hypertension subtypes, defined as normal blood pressure (systolic <120 mm Hg, diastolic <80 mm Hg), prehypertension (systolic 120-139 mm Hg, diastolic 80-89 mm Hg), stage 1 hypertension (systolic 140-159 mm Hg, diastolic 90-99 mm Hg) and stage 2 hypertension (systolic ≥160 mm Hg, diastolic ≥100 mm Hg) 40 ; and (3) stroke or cerebrovascular disease, which involves an interruption to the blood supply of the brain when the cerebral artery is clogged by a blood clot (ischaemic stroke subtype: 87% of all strokes), a blood clot quickly dislodges (transient ischaemic attack subtype), or a blood clot ruptures (haemorrhagic stroke subtype).
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Question 4: Was the outcome ascertained by objective measures or, if self-reported, confirmed by other measures?
(1) Coronary artery disease was ascertained by resting and/or treadmill stress exercise ECG, and (2) hypertension was categorised as normal blood pressure (systolic <120 mm Hg, diastolic <80 mm Hg), prehypertension (systolic 120-139 mm Hg, diastolic 80-89 mm Hg), stage 1 hypertension (systolic 140-159 mm Hg, diastolic 90-99 mm Hg) or stage 2 hypertension (systolic ≥160 mm Hg, diastolic ≥100 mm Hg). 40 
Question 5: Was the follow-up time provided?
The PAF is subject to follow-up time bias. 26 Specifically, a shorter follow-up time is associated with an overestimated PAF, while a longer follow-up time is associated with an underestimated PAF.
Question 6: Was the PAF fully adjusted?
The PAFs are subject to confounding bias. 24 A popular method of calculating the PAF is the use of published RR adj and prevalence of exposure in Miettinen's formula: 43 44 
This method can yield biased PAF estimates 44 because the confounding variables are not adequately adjusted. 24 In the full adjustment method, the PAF is calculated from prospective data using
Continued
Box 1 Continued modelling techniques (including piecewise constant hazard models or Cox model) that account for known confounders. 24 PAF. Specifically, further variation is notable across countries (Spanish, Japanese and US studies/participants) and age. Hereafter, it is elaborated on how two categories related to calculation methods and study methodology contributed to the observed variation in the PAF estimates according to two conditions: coronary artery disease and hypertension. One coronary artery disease study met the inclusion criteria. 45 The Grau et al 45 study, including male and female participants, showed that the PAF of 'total: fatal and non-fatal' cardiovascular events of 'incidence and mortality' endpoints due to non-accumulation of <1000 kcal/week from moderate-intensity to vigorous-intensity leisure-time PA domain (subsets not specified) failed to reach a level of significance (negative values). In a non-prospective cohort study, Lee et al 48 reported the PAF of 'total: fatal and non-fatal' cardiovascular events of 'incidence and mortality' endpoints due to non-accumulation of 550 kcal/week from moderate leisure-time PA domain (subsets not specified) for Spanish male participants to be 8.3% (1.7%-16.7%). Different study designs (cohort vs non-cohort) and endpoints (moderate intensity vs moderate intensity to vigorous intensity) used for leisure-time PI most likely played a role in the variation of the PAF estimates. 20 49 50 In regard to hypertension, two prospective studies 27 44 yielded the best available country-specific PAF estimates for hypertension. Regarding the Suka et al 27 study, with Japanese male participants, the PAF of stage 1 hypertension subtype of incidence endpoints among participants due to 'non-regular exercise' subset of leisure-time domain (intensity not specified, but EE calculated as either <150 kcal/week of moderate intensity or <400 kcal/ week vigorous intensity [ie, 550 kcal/week recommended weekly dose of leisure-time PA]) was 13% (3%-22%) for all age groups, 37% (0%-66%) for the age group 30-39 years old, and 15% (4%-25%) for the age group 40-49 years old. In addition, the Sattelmair et al 40 study, on US male participants, showed the PAF estimate of the 'stage-2 hypertension' subtype of incidence endpoints among men due to 'activity of daily living including stairs climbed and blocks walked' and 'vigorous-intensity sports' subset of leisure-time PA domain (<2000 kcal/ week [ie, >1100 kcal/week] of the recommended weekly dose of leisure-time PA) at 25% (10.4%-35.8%).
The PAF estimates varied widely from 13% (3%-22%) for non-regular moderate-intensity to vigorous-intensity (550 kcal/week) to 25.3% (10.4%-35.8%) for non-participation in 'activities of daily living including stairs climbed and blocks walked' and the 'vigorous-intensity sports' subset of the leisure-time PA domain (>1100 kcal/week). This is partially explained by the use of different definitions of leisure-time domain and the Open access Figure 2 Methodological quality score (yes=1; no/unable to determine=0). PAF, population attributable fraction; PI, physical inactivity.
subsets included. Therefore, acknowledging the distinction between domains and subsets of leisure-time PI is essential in the interpretation of results. In addition, the use of different definitions and measurement methods to estimate the exposure (leisure-time PI) and outcomes (coronary artery disease and hypertension), and self-reporting of leisure-time PA, 51 52 could explain the observed degree of variation in the PAF. 38 Self-reporting of leisuretime PI is prone to measurement error (ie, is often an underestimation of leisure-time PI), and consequently the PAF estimates are biased up to 44% (ie, overestimation). 52 Additionally, studies in this review used different instruments to measure leisure-time PI, and this could be a further source of variability. Different questionnaires have different properties and concomitant variation in the level of validity and reliability. Furthermore, leisure-time PI was categorised over differing reference time periods (eg, the previous year, last week or a typical week). For example, Suka et al 27 dichotomised PI as 'regular exercise' and 'non-regular exercise', and such customisation of a risk factor might lead to non-differential miss-classification. 7 53 Different classification of disease endpoints, particularly when disease subtypes exist within an outcome, could also contribute to the observed variation in the PAF estimates. In the case of coronary heart disease, there is sufficient information to suggest that increasing leisure-time PA reduces the risk incidence, mortality and morbidity. 7 However, the relationship between dose and response may be different for incidence, morbidity and mortality for different subtypes of a condition. 7 50 The three studies in this systematic review ascertained the outcome of the two conditions (coronary artery disease and hypertension) using self-reported methods. Self-reported outcomes are subject to reporting errors. For example, there is a discrepancy between self-reported and objectively measured prevalence of hypertension (37% vs 64%, respectively) 54 and (7% vs 34%, respectively) with low correlation (r=0.17). 55 In addition, the asymptomatic nature of most chronic conditions could be problematic. For instance, asymptomatic hypertension might be underestimated with a reporting error biased towards the upper bound. 55 This underestimation of incidence can lead to an underestimate of RR and the PAF. Therefore, objective measurement of CVD is desirable for accurate PAF estimates. Finally, regarding stroke diseases, none of the stroke studies met the inclusion criteria.
The PAF estimates at the population level exhibited a dose-response relationship. In the Suka et al 27 study, the PAF estimate of the 'stage-1 hypertension' subtype among Japanese men due to a 'non-regular exercise' subset (<150 kcal/week exercise of moderate intensity or <400 kcal/week of vigorous intensity [ie, not accumulating 550 kcal/week, the lower bound of recommended guidelines]) was 13% (3%-22%). Furthermore, in the Sattelmair et al 40 study on US men, the PAF estimate of 'stage-2 hypertension' due to 'activities of daily living including stairs climbed and blocks walked' and 'leisuretime subset: vigorous-intensity sports' (<2000 kcal/week [ie, accumulating >1100 kcal/week, the upper bound of recommended guidelines with additional health benefits]) was 25% (10.4%-35.8%). These PAF estimates suggest that the number of hypertension cases can be reduced by 13% (3%-22%) if the general population is engaged in even light-intensity PA (<550-150 kcal/ week). This preventative effect can be increased to 25% (10.4%-35.8%) and even provide additional health benefits if the general population is encouraged to accumulate >1100 kcal/week of equivalent leisure-time PA. The findings of two recent systematic meta-analyses 40 56 on RR support this dose-response relationship. Some PA is better than none, and additional benefits are produced as the amount of PA increases for both conditions of CVD (coronary artery disease 56 and hypertension 57 ). Interestingly, the best evidence-based method for estimating the PAF is the fully adjusted PAF method using modelling techniques such as piecewise constant hazards model or Cox model. 20 Despite scoring high in the quality assessment, none of the included prospective studies for coronary artery disease and hypertension used these modelling techniques. All the three studies included in this review used the crude Levin's equation (equation 3). 46 The results of this systematic review suggested that while the Levin's equation 46 (using the RR crude ) might provide an unbiased estimate when there Open access is no confounding variables, 42 43 the Miettinen's equation (using the RR adj ) therefore may resolve the confounding effect but not the interaction between risk factors (ie, the PAF is partially adjusted). 42 43 COnCluSIOn The PAF estimates exhibited a protective dose-response relationship between hypertension and an increased amount of leisure-time PA, expressed as EE (kcal/week), accumulated along a continuum of intensities (light, moderate, moderate-vigorous and vigorous intensity). Country-specific PAF estimates need to be considered and interpreted by domain and/or subsets of leisure-time PI. In order to obtain the most accurate estimate of the PAF attributable to leisure-time PI, the following steps are required: (1) clearly define and state the working definition of leisure-time PI (domain and/or subsets) and dose (duration, frequency with referent time frame and intensity) using a reliable and valid objective measurement tool; (2) use a clear definition of outcome subtypes and endpoints using reliable and valid objective measures; and (3) estimate the PAF using a modelling technique on prospective data and report the 95% CI.
RECOMMEnDATIOnS
There is an urgent need for prospective longitudinal studies examining the PAF attributable to leisure-time PI in patients with CVD, using standardised methodologies, in order to further increase evidence-based knowledge on what is the most useful methodology to estimate the PAF attributed to leisure-time PI.
